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gilbert de daunant (Prince rainier’s cousin): “i just walked 40 blocks and i am 94! send another e5 to Monaco!”

HOW MANY MIRACLES DO YOU NEED TO BECOME A BELIEVER 
WHEN YOU ARE TOLD THEY ARE SCIENTIFICALLY IMPOSSIBLE?

Miracles are always a work in progress that begin with one step. In 
the 19th century the quest for the purest water began with Michael 
Faraday’s First and Second Laws of Electrolysis. But hypothesizing a 
law mathematically is not the same as actually achieving the results.  
Stepping into Faraday’s shoes some 40 years ago was Electrical 
Engineer John Ellis who succeeded in doing what no inventor has 
done before or since—he perfected the distillation and purification 
of water—altering the bond angle of the hydrogen in the water from 
104º to 114º creating what a Washington Post writer referred to in 
1992 as “light water” and what most simply call “miracle water.”

I started a scientific controversy when I finally changed the properties 
of ordinary water into “MIRACLE WATER” by increasing the Hydrogen 
Bond Angle in ordinary water from 104º to a measurable 114º and 
maintained it! However, text books will tell you this is “IMPOSSIBLE” 
because like any substance, as a result of that change it’s not water 
anymore, it’s something else but if you are a believer you know with God 
anything is possible!! Scientists have said for years that if anyone could 
do that it would “Cure Anything” and at 85, after being in this family 
business for 40 years, we have thousands of reports that it HAS!! Even 
during the development stage, as far back as 1/27/92 a Washington 
Post Investigative article (on my website) noted 10,000 people/day 
travelling to obtain my water! Do I want everyone to use my water? The 
short answer is NO because Bill Gates and many others have said we 

have to depopulate the planet down to 500 
million (only those people that believe in 
God’s miracles will survive)!  

HERE’S PROOF why they say it’s 
“impossible”: Jon Spokes at The 
Washington Times received a phone 

call from the top scientist at the Los 
Alamos Nuclear Lab with so many 
degrees after his name he needed 

a fold out calling card: “You have a 
scam artist advertising the impossible 

in your newspaper!!” which was followed by scientists from Lawrence 
Livermore and the Fort Detrick Biological and Cancer Institute. Jon 
Spokes monitors advertisers for honesty to maintain the good name of 
the newspaper! Accordingly, he told him: “Call John and if you decide 
he’s a scam artist, he will never advertise in this newspaper again!” After 
calling me and buying our E5 machine, he laughingly told Jon: “I am 
embarrassed to say John HAS CHANGED THE HYDROGEN BOND 
ANGLE in water and I wish I owned his patents!” Since that time we 
have sold 100’s of machines to these scientists that include Lawrence 
Livermore and Brookhaven Labs when a nuclear reactor contaminated 
an aquifer. With an Engineering Degree that includes Steam Plant 
Design, God proved with his infinite wisdom that I was right and the 
textbooks were WRONG!   

After the above article, G. Abraham MD did independent Blood Flow 
studies at UCLA Medical School since blood is 94% water: “You 
can’t argue with something you can measure. Nothing is even close 
to your water in getting blood to the extremities!” However, charlatans 
have bought my machines and used my “Miracle Water” on religious 
TV and since we can measure the 114º HBA we can see if it’s our 
misbranded water! In some cases, it tests out as tap water!! Also, 
BOTH ordinary distilled (101º HBA) and ordinary water (104º HBA) have 
ZERO ENERGY!! Our 114º HBA water has 3000% MORE ENERGY 
and we can measure that also (website Ammeter Video adding ONLY 
20 DROPS to ordinary water)! 94 year old Gilbert de Daunant (Prince 
Rainier’s cousin), after shipping a machine to an MD in Africa: “Your 
water is working against EBOLA both in and out of the hospitals!” 
Since this energy boosts the immune system, we want to reach as 
many people as possible as a humanitarian effort. Accordingly, I am 
putting my properties into a nonprofit and using TV for further outreach. 
Our gorgeous 418 acre mountain property overlooking the Delaware 
River is perfect to evangelize this discovery! With its one of a kind 
Gatehouse and Pavilion including miles of roads with estate lighting 
and underground utilities to protect the visual beauty, this is a unique 
setting for visitors. We hope you will join us! 13 Patents 332 FDA Tests. 
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